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Research and Development of Fast Reactors

he long term coolability of degraded core materials inside 
the reactor vessel must be ensured in a severe accident.

lthough the melting temperature of boron carbide (B C), 
which is used as a control rod material, is 2 2  , it could melt 
below its melting temperature (i.e., undergo li uefaction) due 
to chemical interactions caused by contact with stainless steel 
(SS), which is used in the cladding tube. he produced li uefied 
stainless steel containing boron carbide (SS B C) is expected to 
reduce the temperature increase of the degraded core material 
by moving throughout the core and mixing with other degraded 
core materials.  has been developing calculation models 
to explain this li uefaction and relocation behavior. owever, 
thermophysical property data (density, specific heat) of SS B C 
are needed over a wide temperature range covering the solid
to li uid phases at various B C concentrations to complete the 
calculation models. herefore, we have been collaborating 
with other research institutes to maintain and expand the 
thermophysical properties database and improve the severe 
accident analysis code.

hermophysical data was obtained for SS B C, which 
is expected to have the lowest melting temperature in various 
SS and B C blends  the measured density and specific heat 
of SS B C are shown in igs. (a) and (b), respectively. 

he addition of  B C to SS caused the density to decrease 
by approximately  at room temperature, although this 
difference decreased as the temperature was increased within 

the solid and li uid range. he presence of  B C in SS 
caused the specific heat to increase by approximately  at 
room temperature, although the specific heat of both materials 
in the solid state had a similar temperature dependence. n 
the other hand, the specific heat did not vary with temperature 
once in the li uid phase. verall, we successfully ac uired the 
thermophysical property data of SS B C over a temperature 
range encompassing both solid and li uid phases. uture 
experimental wor  will focus on evaluating thermophysical 
properties of various B C concentrations in SS. ogether, these 
efforts will allow for a thermophysical property database that 
can be used to develop and improve calculation models used to 
analy e severe accidents.

he present study is the result of the “ echnical evelopment 
rogram on a ast eactor International Cooperation, etc.”, 

entrusted to the  by the inistry of conomy, rade and 
Industry ( I), apan.

( oshihide a ai)
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Fig.7-7  Density and specific heat of stainless steel (SS) and SS containing boron carbide (SS-B4C)
The presence of B4C in the SS caused the density to decrease and the specific heat to increase.
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